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(Text of) thirty lines which is (engraved) on the amber tablet of the “big brother” of E-umuša. 

The collated rubric reveals that the clay tablet BM 32655 was a copy of more precious stone tablet. 

On this stone tablet was written a charter for the office of the high priest (LÚ.ŠEŠ-GAL) of E-umuša, the holy 

sanctuary of Marduk in his temple E-sangil at Babylon. The charter proclaims in Marduk’s own words the 

solemn destiny that the king of the gods had fixed in perpetuity for his most intimate human servant. The 

words were probably those uttered on Marduk’s behalf at the consecration and initiation of each holder of 

the office. Jursa and Debourse speculate further that this inscribed tablet was “part of the priestly attire” or 

“hung on the cult statue”, specifically during the New Year’s ritual. Given that the text’s content pertains 

to the person of the high priest rather than the image of the god, the former idea seems more probable than 

the latter. It is eminently plausible that the incumbent himself wore the tablet about his person, perhaps 

strung around his neck to hang at his breast, after the mythological model of the tablet of destinies worn by 

gods as a symbol of power. Certainly the text alludes to the New Year ritual, but it is fully possible that the 

“big brother” wore his charter in tablet form during the rest of the year too. Thus, as he conducted the secret 

rites of E-umuša, he would always carry with him his divine master’s emphatic endorsement of his sole 

right to this privilege. 

No. 568 Ash. Mus. 1923-307. Formerly W.-B. 9. A copy of the whole tablet was published in 1923 

as OECT I pl. 22 (Langdon). 

No. 617 N 1538. Joins UM 29-16-636. The whole has been transliterated by J. Petersen, NABU 

2008/37. 

No. 650 Folio 19200. This text is now edited by Wayne Horowitz, A new example of the Astrolabe 

Rising and Setting Star List, in Of Rabid Dogs, Hunchbacked Oxen and Infertile Goats in Ancient 
Babylonia: Studies Presented to Wu Yuhong, ed. S. Günther, W. Horowitz and M. Widdell (Changchun: 

IHAC, 2021) 97–104. 
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116) Ḫapunapa: A new Egyptian name in cuneiform? — The personal name Ḫapunapa appears in a 

recently published, fragmentary business document from the city of Assur and the reign of Ashurbanipal 

or later.1) The name in question is not included in the PNA-volumes or in the lists of the PNAo (which 

provide updates to the PNA-volumes). Question is, how can this evidently new name be classified in an 

etymological sense? 

Before turning to the actual analysis, the document in question needs to be described. It consists of 

two parts, one on the envelope and one on the inner tablet. The broken text on the envelope gives the rate 

of interest and an incomplete date. The likewise broken text on the inner tablet states that a man named 

Ḫuru[…] (IḪu-ru-x[x-x]) owes a man named Tapi[…] (ITa-pi-[x x]) four and a half and a fifth shekel of 

silver, and repeats the rate of interest. Thereafter, only the names of four (male) witnesses, namely (in order) 

Ḫa[…] (IḪa-[x x x]), Puṭi[…] (IPu-ṭ[i-x x]), Ḫaḫpi (IḪa-aḫ-pi), and Ḫapunapa (IḪu-pu-na-pa), are 

preserved. 

As indicated by the title of this note, Ḫapunapa may be an Egyptian name. Both contexts and the 

name itself speak in favour of such an interpretation. Beginning with contexts, the temporal context, that 

is, the date of the document (the reign of Ashurbanipal or later), is unproblematic, considering the fact that 

Egypt was conquered by Assyria in 671 BCE. As for the spatial context, the document comes from Assur, 

long known to have housed a sizeable Egyptian population in the seventh century BCE. The extensive, so-

called N31-archive is generally referred to as an archive of Egyptians (PEDERSÉN 1986, 125-129; DONBAZ 

and PARPOLA 2001, xvi; FAIST 2007, 125-129). In fact, the present document derives from another archive 

that has been described as an Egyptian archive, namely the so-called Assur 52b-archive (RADNER 2016, 

121). As for the textual context, three of the six names in the document can be safely identified as Egyptian 

names, namely Ḫuru[…] (incorporating the name of the Egyptian god Horus),2) Tapi[…] (probably 

expressing the Egyptian possessive pronoun t y.f, meaning “his”),3) and Puṭi[…] (most likely containing 

the Egyptian form p -di, meaning “given by (DN)”).4) The etymology of Ḫaḫpi is unclear but may 
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incorporate the name of the Egyptian divine Apis bull. The theonym in question can be rendered as ḫpi in 

Mesopotamian cuneiform.5) The name Ḫa[…] is too broken for any meaningful etymological evaluation. 

Turning to the name itself, the name of the Apis bull may be present also in the name Ḫapunapa. 

According to H. RANKE (1910, 56), whose work on Egyptian names in Mesopotamian cuneiform remains 

fundamental, the name of the Apis bull (Ḥp in Egyptian) is attested as ḫpi, ḫappi’, and ḫapi in 

Mesopotamian cuneiform. The PNA-volumes, which aim to present all persons and names attested in Neo-

Assyrian texts, seem to confirm the analysis of RANKE, for example by classifying the name Ḫapi-nāu as 

meaning “Apis is lenient” and the name Al-ḫapi-mepi as meaning “the Apis bull has been brought to 

Memphis”.6) However, how can the form IḪu-pu in Ḫapunapa fit into this context? The first vowel –an u 

instead of an a– can be explained by the Assyrian vowel harmony, as RADNER seems to have done in her 

transcription of the name. The second vowel –an u instead of an i– is more problematic but can be explained 

by a simple variation in the way Mesopotamian scribes rendered Egyptian names. Turning to the second 

element of the name Ḫapunapa, the form napa easily aligns with how Mesopotamian scribes rendered the 

Egyptian adjective nfr, meaning “good, beautiful”. According to RANKE (1910, 53), the adjective in 

question is attested as nāpa, nap, and nip in Mesopotamian cuneiform. Turning, finally, to the standard 

reference work on Egyptian personal names, likewise authored by RANKE (1935, 237:15), the name Ḥp-
nfr, meaning “the Apis bull is good/beautiful”, actually features in the Egyptian onomasticon. Although 

this name does not seem to be common, its attestation appears to be beyond doubt. 

All in all, identifying Ḫapunapa with the Egyptian name Ḥp-nfr seems perfectly reasonable, both 

from the viewpoints of contexts and philology. A small piece of the puzzle on the vowel structure of the 

Egyptian language and on the Egyptian community in Assyria can be added. 

Notes 
1. IM 124735 = Ass.1990-121. The document is published by K. RADNER (2016, 124 (text II.7). 
2. For Egyptian Ḥr(w) in Mesopotamian cuneiform, see RANKE 1910, 57. 

3. For Egyptian t y.f in Mesopotamian cuneiform, see RANKE 1910, 61. 
4. For Egyptian p -di in Mesopotamian cuneiform, see RANKE 1910, 48-49. 
5. For Egyptian Ḥp in Mesopotamian cuneiform, see RANKE 1910, 56. 
6. For these interpretations, see PNA 1/I, p. 97 (R. MATTILA) and PNA 2/I, p. 458 (R. MATTILA). 
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117) The ornithomantic chapter Iṣṣūru šikinšu: a new member of the Šikinšu family of 

treatises — BM 66611 (AH 82-9-18, 6604; CBT II, 182) is a fairly well-preserved tablet of modest size 

inscribed with eleven lines of cuneiform on its obverse and thirteen on its reverse, equalling a total of ten 

omens derived from the spotting of birds, plus a brief colophon.1) Its oblong format suggests that it is an 

excerpt from a longer composition, hypothetically to be dubbed Iṣṣūru šikinšu ‘The bird whose appearance’ 

by analogy with the well-known series Abnu šikinšu and Šammu šikinšu, ‘The stone whose appearance’ and 

‘The plant whose appearance,’ respectively. Beyond the present document, however, evidence to 

corroborate this hypothesis is totally lacking from the textual record.2) Still, the existence of a longer text 

so entitled cannot be precluded either; in the analogous case of the chapter Ṣerru šikinšu ‘The snake whose 

appearance’, also uniquely attested in a single fragment, an external reference to the composition has 




